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ECONOMISTS AND COMPETITION LAW.











Robert Bork – economists’ role in competition law came
about by accident.
Sylvania (1977) – seen as economics coming of age in US.
“My lament is that this battle on market definition...has
received virtually no attention from us economists.”
(Stigler, 1982).
1984 DoJ Merger Guidelines – first economic based
approach to merger analysis.
Late 1990s – Barry Hawk – the EU’s economics based
reformation.
Current State of Play
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ROLE OF EXPERT WITNESS.










Primary Duty to Assist the Court.
Concerns of Partisanship in Commerce Commission v Carter
Holt Harvey Building Products Ltd - Change in NZ Court Rules.
Repeat players – reputation matters.
Exchange of Reports – Pre-Trial Expert Meeting.
Posner – Lawyers should be required to disclose how many
economists they approached.
Court Expert - Rarely Used – ILCU
Posner – “judges lack confidence in their ability to pick a
neutral”.
Berry NZ “single economist lay member model leaves the Court
open to doctrinal capture”
Court expert nominated by parties.
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ECONOMIC VIEWS ON COMPETITION









Have evolved over time – reflecting ongoing research.
Broad consensus ‘hard-core’ cartels almost inevitably harmful
– what role for economic evidence?
Vertical restraints – depends on individual circumstances –
problems likely if firm has significant market power; intra vs
inter-brand competition; efficiencies.
In dominance cases often a fine line between abuse and
aggressive competition.
Important to stop anti-competitive behaviour but do not want to
stifle competition.
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CHICAGO VIEW








“I doubt that there is any significant output restriction
problem arising from the concentration of any industry.”
Bork, (1978), The Antitrust Paradox.
Markets largely self-correcting - market power will be
swiftly eroded if it has adverse effects – exception where
market power due to regulation - in which case regulation
needs to be addressed.
Crandell & Winston (2003) Competition policy should be
limited to “hard-core” cartels.
Generally not accepted.
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SCOPE FOR DEBATE IN NON-CARTEL CASES






Economic evidence may not all point in one direction.
Relevance of Economic Theory to Case Facts, e.g. Airline and
Bus Markets Not Contestable.
Empirical Evidence – CSI meets economics.
Technology has greatly increased potential for empirical
analysis.
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MARKET DEFINITION - COMMON
MISUNDERSTANDINGS





SSNIP Market Definition Test – All about marginal consumers.
Critical loss - 10-20% of consumers switching may be enough.
Problem with some CCPC decisions.
Decision makers may not be representative - Mars/HB; United
Brands.
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Stigler – Perception that economists generally disagree wrong
– economists don’t waste time discussing the issues on which
they agree but on debating points on which they disagree.
“Clearly, for example, listening to economists talk about
predatory pricing will be a different experience to hearing from
scientists on the use of DNA evidence.” (Berry, 2002)
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THE EU’S ECONOMIC REFORMATION
“Our aim is simple to protect competition in the market as a
means of enhancing consumer welfare and ensuring an efficient
allocation of resources. An effects-based approach, grounded in
solid economics, ensures that citizens enjoy the benefits of a
competitive, dynamic market economy...competition is not an end
in itself but an instrument for achieving consumer welfare and
efficiency.” N. Kroes, Competition Day, 15 September 2005.
“the objective of Article 82 is the protection of competition on the
market as a means of enhancing consumer welfare and of
ensuring an efficient allocation of resources.” E.U. Commission
(2005), DG Competition Discussion Paper on the Application of
Article 82 of the Treaty to Exclusionary Abuses, p.4.
“The entire aim and object of competition law is consumer
welfare.” Competition Authority v John O’Regan & Ors, (ILCU).
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AN ORDO-LIBERAL COUNTER-REFORMATION?
“Consequently for a finding that an agreement has an
anticompetitive object, it is not necessary that final consumers be
deprived of the advantages of effective competition in terms of
supply or price. It follows that by requiring proof that the
agreement entails disadvantages for final consumers as a
prerequisite for a finding of anticompetitive object and by not
finding that that agreement had such an object, the Court of First
Instance committed an error of law.” Glaxo Smith Kline et. al. v.
Commission, [2009] ECR I-9291.
See also Michelin II; British Airways and Intel.
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CRITICISM OF “MORE ECONOMICS BASED
APPROACH” POST INTEL.










Whish (2014)– Intel reversed burden of proof.
Wils (2014) attack on undefined straw man.
Unsound to care only about equally efficient competitors – Less
efficient competitors can exert competitive pressure to the
benefit of consumers – a general rule. (Wils, 2014).
“And, where antitrust laws are a potential threat, the
advantages of having smaller competitors is even more
evident.” (Modigliani, 1958)
Should we dismiss evidence because analysis is complex and
costly?
A giant conspiracy?
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STRONG INFLUENCE ON US COURTS.








“The courts adhere to a static non-strategic view of predatory
pricing, believing it to be an economic consensus. But it is an
economic consensus most economists no longer accept.”
(Bolton, Bradley and Riordan).
“[I]f AT&T can bankrupt the plaintiffs by refusing to deal
altogether, the plaintiffs must demonstrate why the law
prevents AT&T from putting them out of business by pricing
them out of the market”. Pacific Bell Telephone Co v LinkLine
Communications Inc.
“The DoJ’s recent White Paper on Section 2 is basically an
apology for not bringing the kinds of cases that the EC and
Member States are regularly bringing, and a generalised
amicus brief to the courts to reject most private section 2
cases.” Baker, (2009).
CCPC more Chicago than Brussels?
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